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TAMELY RAMIFIED SUPERCUSPIDAL
REPRESENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS.

I. FILTRATIONS

BY LAWRENCE MORRIS (1)

Introduction

Let G be a classical group defined over a local non-archimedean field k. In [M] we
isolated a class of tamely ramified compact maximal tori which we called
principal. Under additional assumptions, to each such principal torus T, and a cuspidal
datum of T, we associated an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. The ques-
tion of equivalences is not discussed in [M]. As remarked in [M], the construction works
best for the symplectic groups, and least well for orthogonal groups. Even in the
most favorable case it does not produce all supercuspidal representations; indeed, the
calculations in [Mo2] suggest that some new tools will be necessary.

In this paper, and a sequel, we shall construct irreducible supercuspical representations
associated to any tamely ramified compact maximal torus of any classical group (exclud-
ing those over quaternion algebras). The key step is to produce a parahoric subgroup P
of G, together with a remarkable filtration of P by normal open subgroups of P which
reflects the arithmetic properties of a given "ramified piece" of T. This filtration is not
necessarily the natural lattice filtration of P, or the canonical height filtration (via affine
roots); on the other hand it satisfies the properties F I-F IV of [Ml]. It is the construction
of P and the filtration, and an examination of some of the properties of this filtration
that is the content of this paper.

To motivate the constructions that occur in this paper, consider first a field extension E
of degree In over k. Let a 7^1 be an involution on E, and let ^eE be such that
(ja= —a. Define a non-degenerate alternating form/on the k- vector space E by the
rule / (x, y) = traceg/^ (p x a y)\ then

T={ ;ceE | ; c<7x=l}

(1) Supported by National Science Foundation grants DMS-8610730 and DMS-8802842.
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706 L. MORRIS

is an anisotropic maximal torus in the symplectic group G associated to /. These is a
natural parahoric subgroup P containing T which is important for the purposes of
representation theory. Namely, the ^-vector space E contains the ^-lattice chain
{^}nez where ^ (resp. ̂ ) denotes the ring of integers (resp. maximal ideal) in k
(resp. (9^. This lattice chain is "self dual" with respect to /; its stabilizer in G is a
parahoric subgroup P. If n ̂  1 is an integer, we set

P,=[xeP\(x- 1) ^i c ̂ +", ally}.

Then P^ is an open normal subgroup of P, and the family {P^ 0 T} is then the restriction
to T of the standard filtration of the multiplicative group E*.

The above construction simply imitates what one does for a compact mod centre
maximal torus in the general linear group, and in this context it is well known. The
point is that there is a natural filtration of P by open normal subgroups which reflects
the arithmetic of T by extending the natural filtration of T.

Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on one's point of view) such T do not exhaust
the compact maximal tori in G. Indeed, G is a symplectic group of dimension 2 n; let
EI, E^ be two field extensions over k of respective degrees 2r, I s such that
r-\-s=n. Suppose that E^, E^ are equipped with involutions <7i, a^l, and let
|^0'= 1, 2) be elements of E, such that a,^= -^. The group

T={(xi , x^)eE^ xE^ Xi a^x^=x^ a^x^=\ ]

can be embedded in G, and is a compact maximal torus in that group. (The general
situation is described in section 3 of this paper.) The group T is naturally a product;
T = T ^ x T ^ where T^, T^ are smaller compact tori (embedded in smaller symplectic
groups) and each is equipped with a natural filtration. One would like to find a
parahoric subgroup P^G such that T^P, and a suitable filtration of P which reflects
in some measure, the arithmetic ofT. The trick is to find a parahoric subgroup P=)T
and a filtration ofP which reflects the filtration of one of T^, T^. For many purposes
this suffices because it allows one to work inductively.

How does one construct such a filtration? We know we have a self dual lattice
chain J^\ in E^ and a self dual lattice chain ^^ in E^ from the earlier remarks. It is
relatively easy to construct a new self dual lattice chain, denoted by J^\@J^ m

Ei©E2, which will provide P. The putative filtration is to reflect the arithmetic of T^
(say). Now, the elements ofT^ all lie in ̂ ; the filtration is then obtained by considering
the effect of P^ (not 1 +P^) on a given lattice in the chain J^\@J^- ^ more details,
and perhaps more motivation, we refer the reader to example 3.9 (b) (i) in the paper
(see the last remarks there), as well as Section 2.2.

There is an alternative heuristic way of regarding the problem, which the reader may
find helpful. Suppose that one takes the viewpoint that "sufficiently regular" characters
of T c= G (notation as above) ought to provide irreducible supercuspidal representations
of G. A character ^ of T is just a product °K = ̂ \ x ̂  of characters on T^, T^. Each
of^\, ^2 has a conductor on T^, T^ respectively. "Sufficiently regular" ought at least
to mean that °£\, ̂  each ^ve some sort of Howe factorization. The problem is then
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SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 707

to use this data to construct a supercuspidal representation; the formulation suggests
that one might try to do this by beginning with T\ or T^ first, working with the data
associated with 3,\ or J\ (respectively), and then using an inductive procedure. This
paper is concerned with the families of filtrations that are necessary to carry out this
idea. Having said this, we warn the reader that this alternative should only be used as
a heuristic, and not in any way as an expectation that characters of compact maximal
tori will parametrize supercuspidal representations of G. (They do not.)

We now sketch the contents of this paper. Section 1 is devoted to a description of
properties of "self-dual" lattice chains, which are used later, notably in Section 2. The
main results are propositions 1.4, 1.7, 1.10; they are undoubtedly known to many
people, but I know of no convenient reference.

Section 2 is the heart of the paper. Let V^(/= 1, 2) be two finite dimensional ^-vector
spaces, equipped with non-degenerate sesquilinear forms / of the same type (i. e. both
alternating, or bilinear or hermitian). Given self dual lattice chains ^\ in V .̂ we show
how to "sum" J^\ and ^\ to obtain a new self dual lattice chain in V^OV^ (equipped
with the form/=/i 0/2). From this chain we find (2.2) a (self dual) sub-chain which
we denote by J^\@^'2? and an associated hereditary order s^'. In fact, J '̂i®^\ is
defined as the union of two canonically chosen (in general) non self dual lattice chains
J^', y in V=Vi©V2. Let a be the involution on Endfe(V) associated to/, and let
ja^, ^" denote the hereditary order associated to J^f', ^ " ' . Then 0 ^ ' = ^ " , and
^ = ^ ' C \ ^ " ' To ^ is naturally associated a parahoric subgroup P, and from ^ ' ,
s^" one can construct (2.3-2.13) a filtration ofP by open normal subgroups which has
some remarkable properties. Thus in theorem 2.13 we show that this filtration satisfies
the axioms FI to FIV of [Ml]. It is worth emphasizing that the constructions and
properties of this section work so well because of the close relation between the chains
^', ^"\ in particular see lemma 2.2.

The last part of Section 2 is concerned with the special case when one of the added
lattice chains has period 1 and the other has period at most 2 (of a special form). It
corresponds to the fact that if T is a compact maximal torus in G (the isometry group
of/), such that all the corresponding field extensions are unramified over k, then one
only ever recovers a maximal parahoric subgroup with its standard filtration (via height
functions or lattice chains).

We remark that more general filtrations of the type constructed in Section 2 appear
to play a role in the existence of fundamental G strata (see [M2]).

Given a tamely ramified compact maximal torus T in a classical group G (with
ambient vector space V, and form /...), we apply the results of Section 2 inductively in
Sections 3.1-3.8 to obtain a parahoric subgroup P, and a filtration of P by open normal
subgroups { P ^ } n > 0 such that T c: P, and such that the family { P ^ } reflects the arithmetic
of a prespecified ramified piece of T. The case when T is unramified is considered
separately (which is the reason for the discussion of the special cases in Section 2). We
illustrate this construction in 3.9-3.10 with some examples in small groups, to indicate
how it covers known cases of small rank. The remainder of Section 3
(proposition 3.11 seq.) shows how nicely the construction above behaves with respect
to block decomposition. This is important for applications.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



708 L. MORRIS

Particular cases of the filtrations that we construct in Sections 2 and 3, occur in a
nascent form in Alien Moy's work on Sp4 and rank one unitary groups. It was our
attempt to understand Moy's work that led to the results of Sections 2 and 3.

In Part II of this paper we shall apply the preceding constructions to obtain supercuspi-
dal representations. For more details we refer the reader to the introduction of that
paper.

This paper was written while the author enjoyed the hospitality and support of the
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. It is a pleasure to thank the Institute for
providing such a pleasant environment in which to work.

Notation and conventions

In general, the notation and conventions are as in [M] to which we shall refer the
reader on occasion.

In particular:
k\ non-archimedean local field with involution (JQ, fixed field ko.
0: ring of integers in k, with prime ideal ^, residue field F^=^/^.
7i: generator for ^.
p: characteristic ofF^; we suppose p> 2, so that 2e^*.
IfH is an algebraic group defined over k, we write H==H(A:).
In this paper, V will denote a finite dimentional fc-vector space, with a non degenerate

(e, (Jo) sesquilinear form /: V x V -> k, and G •== U (/) will denote the corresponding
classical group (defined over ko). Thus, for all u, z?eV,

f(u, v)=s<Jof(v, u),

and

f(^u,v)='kf(u, v\ a l l^efc

where £ = £ y e { — 1, + 1}.

1. Generalities on self dual lattice chains

1.1. In this section we set down some elementary but useful facts about self-dual
lattice chains. Thus, let V be a finite dimensional k vector space which is equipped
with a non-degenerate (skew)-hermitian form / with respect to an involution OQ of the
field k. If L is a lattice in V we define its complementary (dual) lattice L^ by

L9={xe\\f(x,L)^(!)}.

1.2. Recall that a lattice chain in V is a family J^={Lj^i of lattices in V which is
totally ordered with respect to inclusion, and stable under multiplication by elements

4°SERIE - TOME 24 - 1991 - N° 6



SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 709

of fe*. It is well known (see [B-T3]) that it is equivalent to give a sequence of lattices

. . .^Tt^L^i^Lo^. . .^L,_i7iLo^. . .

The integer e is unique, and is referred to as the period of the chain. We shall refer to
L()-?LI^ . . . -?Lg_i?7iLo as a slice for ^f, and we shall often denote J^f, together with
a slice by

J^f: Lo^ . . . ?L,_^7TLo.

By a self dual lattice chain ^ we shall mean a lattice chain such that L e ̂  implies
L^e^f. The first thing we want to do is show that for such a chain, one can always
find a particular type of slice with nice properties. We begin with the following lemma.

LEMMA. — There is an LeJ^f such that L^L^TilA

Proof. - Choose any L e J^f, then either L^ => L or L =) I/; without loss we may assume
L^L. If L^TiL" we are done. Otherwise, consider the largest integer r^O such
that jfL^Ti^L. Since ^ is a lattice chain, we then have Ti"0"^!^^1 L\ If
TfL^Ti^L^Tf'^1 L* we are done, for we simply replace L by TC^L. If not, we have

nr+lL^n~rL

which implies n'1"1 L^n^1 L^TI^L, and we finish by replacing L by Ti^1 LA

1.3. Choose an Le^f with the property of lemma 1.2. By taking all the lattices
in ^ which lie between L^and n L*, we obtain a slice of ^.

LEMMA. — Among all such LeJ^f such that L* =) L => TC L*, there is one with the property
that there are no lattices L'e^ such that L^L'gL.

Proof. - Choose any Le^ such that L^L^TiL*. Since ^ is a lattice chain there
can only be a finite number of L1 e ̂  with L* =) L' =? L =) 71 L^. (If there are none, we are
done.) Moreover, if L^ => L7 => L then either L'* => L7 or L^ => L' => L^. In the former case
one has

L^L'^L'^L^nL^nL'^

and in the latter case

L^L'^U^L^nL^nL'

It follows immediately from these observations that we can always find a pair
Lff^L^TiL^ such that there are no lattices in ^ between L* and L, other than L* and
L.

1.4. Now fix an LQ e ̂  with the property of lemma 1.3: we have

L^Lo^nL^o

and the only lattices in J§? which lie between L^ and Lo are these two lattices.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



710 L. MORRIS

Suppose L lies in the slice L^ . . . =>TCL^. Then in fact, we have Lo^L^nL^.
Replacing L by n L9 if necessary, we can assume we have

L^L^Lo^L^TiL^TiLS.

It follows that we can find a lattice L^e^f with the property that
L^L^=>Lo=>Li=37iL^=>7TL^, and such that no other lattice in lies between L() and
L^. If we continue in this way we see that the slice L^=) . . . =>7iL^ can be put in the
form

L^ => Li :D L^ . . . =?L^_i =)7iL^_i ^TiLJL^ . . . =) 71 L^ => 7i L^

We now replace it by the slice

L^_^=) . . . =)L^=>L^=>LO=> . . . =>L^_ i= )7 iL^_ i

where possibly L^=L(), L^_ i=7 iL^_ i .
Summing up, we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION. — Let ^ be a self dual lattice chain in V. Then one can always find a
slice of the form

L;_i=) . . . =DL^LO=^ . . . =)L,_i=37iL;_i

where possibly L^ = LQ, or L^_ ^ = n L^_ ^. Moreover such a slice is unique.
The only comment that needs to be made here is that the lattice L() is unique: if MQ

were another such lattice we must have either Mo^Lo or LO=)M() which implies
L^ => M^ => Mo ==> Lo or M^ => LS => L() =3 MQ respectively.

1.5. DEFINITION. — By a Self dual slice for J2f we shall mean the slice given by
proposition 1.4.

1.6. With the existence of self dual slices assured, we now proceed to describe self
dual lattice chains by common Witt bases.

Suppose that ^f is a self dual lattice chain with self dual slice
L^_ i = > . . . =3 L^ =) Lo =» . . . => L^_ i =3 7i L^_ i as in 1.4. Consider the lattices
L^_i=)L^_i=)7i ;L^_i , and drop subscripts for the time being.

LEMMA. — Suppose that V has isotropic elements (with respect to /). Then there are
isotropic elements x e L*, x ^ n L9, suh that f (x, L^) = 0 or ^ ~1.

Suppose thatf(x, L1^^"1. Then there is an element zenL9 (and z ^ n2 L^) such that
f (x, z) = 1, together with a (split) short exact sequence of (9-modules.

0 -> N * -> V -^ (9 x © ̂  ~1 z -^ 0

If f(x, L^)=^, f/^r^ ^ wz element zeL^z^L^) ^MC/? that f (x, z )==l , together with a
(split) short exact sequence of (9-modules

0 -, N* -̂  L* ̂  ̂  x€^ -̂  0.

4eSERIE - TOME 24 - 1991 - N° 6



SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 711

Proof. - I f V has isotropic elements, then let xeL* be any isotropic element. After
multiplying by an appropriate power of n we can assume xeL9, x^nL^. Then

/(x, L^^f(L\ L^c/CL*, 7^-1L)=^-1.

Since x^nL^ we see that/(x, L*) cannot be ^. Then as fractional ideal it is (9 or ̂ -1.
For the rest of the proof we shall treat the case/(x, L9)=^~l, the remaining case

being similar but easier. Then since /(x, 1^)=^~1, we can find yel^ such that
f(x,y)=n~1. Put z ' = n y ; then /(x,z')=l, zeni*. Let z=z'-\-ax where
a== —(\IT)f(z\ z ' ) . Then z is isotropic. Also, one checks that ae^ so that ZGTTL*.

Now define a ^-module map

L^^x®^"'^

by the rule /i-^ao/(z, /)x+(7o/(x, l)z and denote its kernel by N^. This map is
surjective, and the inclusion ̂ -1 z@(9x -> L provides a splitting.

1.7. Lemma 1.6 provides us with the tool we need to prove the following result.

PROPOSITION. — Let L be a lattice (in V) such that L* => L => 71 L^. There is a Witt basis
forV: 6?i, . . ., ^_i , ^, . . ., ^, 6?_i , . . ., ^-(f- i) , 6 ,̂ . . ., e.^such that

I/^-1^®. . .©^"^.^©^^.(^i)®. . .

e^-ieE^e^®.. .©^^- i©^^®. . .©^
L^^^_^©. . .©^^- i®E©^^©. . .©^_i©^©.. .©^^

wA^r^ E^, E ^r^ complementary lattices in the anisotropic part o/V, ^MC/? that E^E^TiE^.

Proof. — If V has no isotropic vectors, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we
apply lemma 1.6. Let x, z, N" be as in that lemma. We treat the case/(x, L^^"1.
There is an exact sequence of ^-modules

0 -> Ns -> Lft ̂  ̂  x © 9 ~1 z -> 0

which is split in the obvious way. Define

L-^^x©^z

by

/^/(z,/)x+/(x,/)z

This defines an ^-module map, with a natural splitting. Let N denote its
kernel. Using the natural inclusion maps LcL*, ^ xQ(9 z^(9 z®^"1 z one finds an
(induced) injection N <^ N*. Now form N*®^ and the corresponding sesquilinear

(9

form. One finds easily that N is the complementary lattice for N* in this smaller vector
space. Also / (^ N^, N^) c=/ (^ L\ L^ g (9 so that N^ N => TI N^.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



712 L. MORRIS

A similar argument works if/ (x, L*) = (9. In either case one can proceed by induction
(on dim V), using N^, N, N^OO^/IN*®^ to obtain the result.? - L ^?

Q <Q

1.8. Although we do not need it for the sequel, it is of interest to know the possibilities
for E^E^TiE* in proposition 1.7. We summarize these below.

Up to equivalence of isometry groups, the possibilities for anisotropic (skew) hermitian
forms are well known when k is local. The Tables below list them.

In what follows c is a fixed element of (9^ which is not a square mod ^.

/symmetric bilinear.

dim V form E E*

1 XiX; (9 Q
2 XiXi-cx2X2 (9e^(9e^ (9e^@(9e^

X i X i - 7 C X 2 X 2 (9e^@(9e^ ^®^-1^
XiXi-cT^x;, Qe^Ge^ Qe^^'^e^

3 x^x\- 0:2X2-71:03X3 3 ^i®^®^"1^

XiX'i- 0X2X2 -071X3X3 3 (Pei®^®^"1^
@ 0 €i

4 Xi X'i - CX2 X; - 71 (X3X3-CX^) 4 (9 €, @(P ̂ ®^- 1 (0 e^@(9 e^)
@ (Qe^

f hermitian. - c as above, KQ uniformizer in ko : k = k o ( / 8 ) where

j c

§ = < no

[ CKo

dimV form E E*

1 x,x\ G 0
2 XiX;-7CoX2X2 (9e^0e^ ^i®^"1^

XiX^-cx2X2 (9e^@(9e^ (9e^(9e^

1.9. Suppose for example that/is a quaternary bilinear form. Let xeV be such
4

that/(.x, x)e(9. A calculation using the formula for/shows that xe © d?^=M. It
1=1

follows that M is the largest ^P-module with the property that xeM implies
f(x,x)e(9. Moreover M^d?^®^^®^" ̂ s®^"1 ̂ 4-

If now E^E^TiE*, then ̂ /(E, E)^, so that EcM.
In fact E==M. Indeed if/(E, E)=^P, then we have the F^-spaces E^/TiE^ and M^/M

in any case (note that E^M^M^E^TiE^). If TiE^E we would have/(E, E)g^
which is impossible. Thus a dimension count shows that E^M*.

4° SERIE - TOME 24 - 1991 - N° 6



SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 713

On the other hand we cannot have/(E, E)=^. For let N=^N1^ it is the largest (9-
module with the property that xeN implies/(x, x)e^. In the case at hand we would
have Ec=N so E^TcE^TiN^M. This implies that E=M and then that/(E, E)==^,
which is a contradiction.

The other cases in Table 1.8 can be handled in a similar fashion. In every case E is
characterized as the largest ^P-module with the property that xeE implies/(x, x)e(P.

1.10. Now let ^ be a self dual lattice chain with self dual slice

L;_i^ . . . ̂ L^Lo. . . ̂ 4_^7rL?_i.

Define a sesquilinear form on the F^-vector space LJL 1/71 L^_ i as follows

(x,y)->nf(x,y)mod^.

Here, x, y are representatives for x, y in L^.i. This map is well defined, and the
radical is precisely L,._i/7cL^_i.

We denote the resulting non-degenerate form on L^_ i=L^_ i /L^_ i by nf. We then
have a flag of F^-vector spaces.

H.^H.^... ̂ L^LO^ ... ̂ 4_^{o}

which is entirely determined by the F^-isotropic flag L^_ i =3 L() =3 . . . = ) L ^ _ 2 = ^ { 0 } .
There is also a non-degenerate form /, induced from /, on L,._i/7i:L^_i. Let

U= V,_ i/4 _ i, W= L,_ i/Ti L;L i, and endow U©W with the form TC/®/
Now take L=L,._i in proposition 1.7. We obtain

L;_i/L,_i^Fi^©. . .©F^.^EVEOF^®. . .©F^

4_l/7^L;_l^F^_^_l)®.. .®F^_l®E/7TE f l©F^l©.. .eF,^_l

where E^E are the anisotropic lattices occuring in 1.7. (The notation should be
obvious.)

In each case the appropriate vector space is the direct sum of two maximal isotropic
spaces (given by the chosen Witt basis), and a space of dimension at most 2. (In all
cases, this last space is anisotropic with respect to the appropriate form.)

Now let us define a standard isotropic flag for L^_i/L,._i to be one, each of whose
members is an isotropic subspace spanned by members of a given fixed Witt basis for
L^_ i/4_ i. In a similar way we can define a standard (self dual) lattice chain (cf. propo-
sition 1.7).

In the unitary group Stab (U, n /), we can always find an element g which conjugates
the flag L^_ i= )Lo=> . . . = ) L ^ _ 2 = » { 0 } into a standard one, with respect to the basis given
by L^_i/4_i. According to a well known approximation theorem (see e. g. [M], 2.12)
g lifts to an element ^eStab(L^_^, T^f)\g moves the given chain into a standard one
with respect to the Witt basis for L^_ i given above.

Combining these observations with proposition 1.7 yields the following result.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



714 L. MORRIS

PROPOSITION. — Every self dual lattice chain can be conjugated by an element of G into
a standard self dual lattice chain.

Proof. - Let ^ f : L ^ _ i = ) . . . = 3 L ^ L o ^ . . . ^ L ^ _ i = > 7 i ; L ^ _ i be a self dual lattice
chain. By applying proposition 1.7 we can conjugate J^ to a chain ^ ' = g ^ such that
^L^_i ==L^_i is in standard form with respect to given Witt basis.

Applying the remarks above enables us to move the new chain into one such that all
the lattices in the slice are in the standard form with respect to a standard basis for
T /ff
^r-l-

1.11. Remark. — This proof amounts to moving a facet in the affine building into
one which lies in the link of a vertex which is "standard" (with respect to some set of
simple affine roots). The new facet can then be moved by an element of the stabilizer
of the vertex into one which is also "standard".

1.12. Suppose now that we are given a Witt basis for V so that
n n

V= © ^_,©Vo© © ke,
1=1 i = i

where dim Vo ̂  4 and /1 Vo x Vo is anisotropic.
From proposition 1.10, any self dual lattice chain can be conjugated into one of

standard form with respect to this basis.
Given if: L^_ ^ = ) . . . = > Ly_ ^ => n L^_ ^ as above, define

P=P(^)={^eG|^=L,each?}
= { ^ e G | g L ? = L ? , e a c h ^ }

For the purposes of this paper, we shall refer to P as the parahoric subgroup determined
by if. We remark that the parahorics used here are typically slightly larger than those
defined in [B-T2].

Given P=P(if) as above, stabilizing L^, L?, we see that there is an induced map on
the quotients

L,_,/L, L?/L?_i (l^r-1), 4/Lo, 4_,/7iL;_,.

Moreover, as we pointed out earlier there are non-degenerate pairings.

Set

nf,: L,_,/L,xL?/L?_^W l^r-1

ii7o: 4/Lo x 4/Lo ̂  ̂

7.: 4_,/L;_,x4_iW_,^/^.

U,=L,_i/L,©L?/L?_i, l^^r-1

Uo=4/Lo
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U,=4,,/7iL;_,

and extend n f^ on U^ by

^((^^l),(^4))=^(^JS2)+^7;(?lJ2)

Then n f, is a non degenerate (skew) hermitian form, and L^_i/L, is a maximal isotropic
subspace for this form. Moreover P acts on this space, preserving the form and the
spaces L^_i/Lp L?/L?_i. Let M, denote the Levi component of the parabolic subgroup
in U (Up n f^ which preserves the isotropic F^-flag

U,=3L,_, /L,=3{0}.

Thus Mi preserves each of the quotients in this flag.
Our discussion implies that the image of P in U (Up nf^) factors through the unipotent

radical of this parabolic subgroup: there is a map

P^U(Uo,7C/o),

and a map

p-u(u,7).
Proposition 2.12 [M] implies that the homomorphism

r- 1

(1) P ̂  Ft M. x U (Uo, nTo) x U (U, 7.)

is surjective. We denote the kernel by P^, and set P/P^ = P; we call P the Levi component
of P, and Pi the pro-unipotent radical of P. Of course the exact sequence

o-.p^p-.p-.o
does not split.

Now suppose that P, Q are parahorics with respective Levi components P, Q. We
shall say that P and Q are associate if there is an element geG such that T, Q have the
same Levi components (;. e. the factors in each product on the right of (1) are the same,
up to permutations].

1.13. For more general reductive groups, an appropriate notion of associate would be
that there is a weW^ such that w©= X F here P=P@, Q=P<p for ©, T^A (a chosen
basis of afflne roots).

1.14. Remark. — The types of the Levi components that can arise can easily be
determined by using the Tables in section 1.8 (which effectively determine the anisotropic
kernels), and the discussion in 1.10-1.11 (which effectively determines the appropriate
Witt indices).
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2. Filtrations

2.1. As usual, let V be a finite dimensional k- vector space endowed with a non-
degenerate (Jo-(skew) hermitian form /:

\ f (v, w) =f (k v, w) = soo / (w, ̂  v) all z>, w e V, X, e k.

Here £=£(/) is always +1 or always — 1 . We let ^ f : L ^ _ i = > . . . =>L^_ i=)7 iL^_ i be
a self dual chain, and for brevity we denote all this by (V, /, J^f).

Suppose that (W, g, J^) is another triple, where g is an ao-(skew) hermitian form on
W, with s(g) =£(/). We can then form the space V@W and equip it with the (£, Oo)-
hermitian form/©^. Furthermore, we can construct a (new) lattice chain on V©W;
namely we form the one with self dual slice

L;_l©M^=^...=DL t fo©M<o
=3Lo©Mo=»Lo©Mi=)Lo©M2=3 . . . =3Lo©M,_i

:DLi©M,_i^ . . . =)4_i©M,_i^7iL;_i©7tM^_i.

The omitted lattices in the leftmost set of dots are just the duals of the lattices on the
right here. Also we have taken a self dual slice for M: M^_ i = ) . . . = > M, _ i => n M^_ i.

We denote this lattice chain by ^f©7^. If we had formed the chain J^@' ^ in
W©V=V©W, so that the L^s varied first, the discussion in 1.12-1.14 tells us that
^ @ ' J / and M@'^ are associate {i.e. the corresponding parahoric subgroups are
associate). Moreover if M' is associate to M, then ^©'' M' is associate to ^f©'e^,
and similarly if we replace ^ by an associate ^ £ ' .

Finally, if M,_i=7tM^_i , the definition above still makes sense: we form
Lo®M^_i=Lo©7cM^_i, then Li©M,_i=Li©7tM^_i and so on.

2.2. Consider then the chain J^©' M given by the self dual slice

L;_i©M,_^L?_2©M?_^. . .
^^©M^i^L^M^^^ . . . ^H©M^LO©MO^LO©MI^ . . .

^Lo©M,_23Lo©M,_i^Li©M,_i^ . . .
34_i©M,_^7iL;_i©7iM^i.

Associated to this chain there is the hereditary order ^ s ' @ ' ^ \ there is an evident
embedding ^ ̂  ̂  ^^e'^- ^le ^^ behind the definition (of the following lattice
chains) is to produce a pair of (non self dual in general) lattice chains whose union
encapsulates how the Jacobson radical ̂  acts on ^f©'^. In particular, we shall
produce subchains J^, X" such that ̂  g ̂  0 ̂ j^".

Suppose initially that M,_i=7iM^_i , M^Mg. We consider the following pair of
lattice chains, provided s ̂  2.

. . . ̂ ©M^^L^M,^ . . . ̂ Lo©M,_2^Lffo©7^M^
^4©M^4©M^_3:D . . . ̂ ©M^.^I^M^^TiL^M^
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which we denote by ^ ' , y respectively. Each of these chains is the dual (complement)
of the other; they are identical iff L() = n L^.

On the other hand, suppose M^=Mo. Then we consider instead the following pair
of lattice chains, provided s ̂  2.

y\ HeM^i^LSeM^^ . . . =)LS©M^Lo©Mo^Lo©M^ . . .

=> Lo©M,_2 => n L^©TI M^_ i.
^ " ' . 4©M^=34©M?_3=D...

=)L^©MO^LO©MI^ . . .

=3Lo©M,_2=>Lo©M,_i=)7iU©7rM^_2.

We note that these two chains would be identical iff L()=L^ and Lo=7iL^, which is
impossible.

In each case we denote the corresponding hereditary orders by s^\ ^ " . If a is the
involution on End^(V) induced from the form/, then ^"=aj2/\

Next, suppose that M^i^TiM^i, M^Mo. We consider instead the following pair
of non self dual lattice chains

J^: L;_l©M^^4©M, t t_^...^Lo©M,_^Lo©M,_l=^7^L;_l©M, f t_l
^ " : LS©M^4©M^ . . . ̂ Lo©M,_^4-i©M,_^7i4©M^i

If M,_ 13 71 M^_ i, M^ = MQ we consider instead

JT: L;_,©M^^4©M^_^...

=>LS©M5=>Lo©Mo^ . . . =3Lo©M,_2=)Lo©M,_l=^<^;L;_l©7^Mf_2.
^//: 4©M;_^LS©M^...

=)L^©Mo=»Lo©Mi=>. . . =)Lo©M,_2=5L,_i©M,_i^7rU©7rM^_i.

Again, we denote the corresponding hereditary orders by s ^ ' , s^" \ we have ^" = a ^ / ' .
In all cases we define ^©^^J^U^7; we remind the reader that in the first two

cases, s'^2.
The following lemma states two elementary properties of the chain J^U^'^^®^.

LEMMA. — (a) Let LeJ^\J^ (respectively, ^"\^'). Then its successor in ^f©JT
lies in ^" (respectively, ^ ' ) .

(b) Consider a sequence in ^f©^=> . . . ̂ L^L^i^ . . . =)L^+fc=) . . . where L^, . . .,
L^ejrnj^7, L,_i L^^^^n^'. Then L,.,e^'\^", ̂ ^e^"\^'.

Proof. — Inspect the possibilities.

2.3. Let ^ ' (respectively ^ " ) denote the Jacobson radical of ̂ ' (respectively ^"). We
are going to consider the following sequence of ja^FW bi-modules: ^liC\^"\ ;eZ; in
particular ^ ' ( ^ ^ " = ^ ' ° r\^"°.
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2.4. Set U=V©W. Recall that there is a non-degenerate bilinear form on End (U)
given by

<X,Y>= tracer (U)/.(XY).

If J is an (9 lattice in End^ (U) we set

J*={XeEndfc(U)|trace(X.J)^}

Thus J* is the complementary (dual) lattice of J with respect to trace. If J is an
^' — ̂  bimodule for some order j^cEnd^U), then J* is also an ^ — ̂  bimodule.

We remind the reader of the following lemma, which has been used implicitly in 2.1-
2.2.

LEMMA. — Let V be a finite dimension k-vector space endowed with a non-degenerate
bilinear form

f: VxV-^

IfL is an (9 lattice in V we write L* for the complementary lattice L* = { v e V | / (v, L) =? (9 ] .
Then if L, M are lattices in V, we have

L*+M*=(LHM)*

Proof. — First, note the following two facts:
(i) If Li => L^ are lattices in V, then Lf c= L^.
(ii) (L*)*==L, as follows by taking dual bases.
Now, L*+M* is the smallest ^-module containing L*, M*. From (i) we see

that (LHM)*=)L*, M* so that (LnM)*=)L*+M*. Let H be any lattice contain-
ing L*, M*. Then H*c=L, H*cM so that H*c:LHM by (ii); this implies
(H*)* =3 (L 0 M)*. Thus H contains (L U M)*. Hence L* + M* = (L 0 M)*.

2.5. Let e= e' = e" be the period of the orders s^\ ^ " . The complementary lattices
(^/l)*, (^"iY are readily computed since ja^, s^" are hereditary orders. Indeed from
[B], 1.11 we have (^l)*=^l~e~l, ^tfiy=^ftl~e~i. Applying Lemma 2.4 we obtain
the following result.

LEMMA. — (^ ln^T=^ l~e- l+^ / l~e~ l•
2.6 LEMMA.— For each ieZ, ̂ fi^^tfi+\ ̂ rfi^^fi+l.

Proof. - This result depends essentially on the properties described by lemma 2.2
and is proved in a more general situation in [M2]. For the sake of completeness we
shall sketch a proof. By periodicity we can suppose ;^0.

Lemma 2.2 implies that we can label the chain X@M-=^'\J^" in the form
. . . ^ M O ^ L O ^ M I ^ L ^ M ^ ^ L ^ ^ . . .. Here, M^eJSf", L,e^' and possibly
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L,=M,.. Thus it follows that

^L^^M^M,^

and

^TM^gM,^^L^.

It follows immediately that ^"i+l<^^l\ all ieZ.
(In fact this argument shows that ^'"Li^L^i, unless M^+^L^.)

2.7. For ;^0 we now have the following filtration.

Q/' f~\ r^" ̂  ̂ ' 4- ̂  =) ̂ / ̂  ̂ // -) ̂ /2 + <^'2 -^ -D ̂ 'e + ̂ '^ -D ̂ /e r\ ̂ "e -DiXF | | cji-y —' t̂ » i v^w —- e^w I ) c^a —' t^w I e^» —' . . . —' t^y i^ t^/w —' ^/9 \ ) cyv —' . . .

which extends by periodicity into an infinite filtration in both directions:

. . . ̂ ^l~lc\^"~l^^l^^"^^'r\^"^^'+^"^^'(^^"^...
^^^r^^n^r'^.. .

We summarize the observations of 2.5-2.6 in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION. — (a) ^f + ̂ " = ̂ ^. ^ ̂ ...
(&) ^rw—Ti Garrw").
(c) For each ieZ, ̂ fi^}^tfT=^fl~e~i^^ftl~e~i'
(d) For each ;eZ, we have ^fi+^fli^^fi^}^lfi-^^fi+l +^l+l.

Proof. — We proved (c) in Lemma 2.5. For any hereditary order s^ one has
^* = ̂ -e = Tt"x ̂  (^ the period of ^\ see [B] 1.11). By lemma 2. 5

^*=(^/n^")*=^/l~e+^l~e.
Applying n we obtain ^^=^ /+^ /\ This gives (a), and (&) is obvious since 71^'=^,
n ̂ " = ̂ "e. The left most inclusion of (d) is obvious, and the second follows from 2.6.

2.8 COROLLARY. — The sequence

. . . -^^f+^tf^^tt^^tf^^f+^ff^^f^}^tf^... =^7e+^re=^^r'rw/e^...
is a periodic lattice chain in Endfc(V), which is self dual with respect to trace, consisting of
^ ' C\ ̂ "-bimodules which are ^-stable.

The only comment we need to make here is that ^"i•=lf3^'i for each ieZ.

2.9. Remarks. — (i) One can easily find a self dual slice for the above chain: if
e= -2i say, we take the slice centered around ^ / l+l +^ / l+l (with dual ̂ Pi^'1), while
i f ^=- (2z - l ) we take the slice centered around ^'iC\^"i (with dual ^fi-\-^fti).

(ii) The period of this filtration will in general be equal to Ie. This number is
frequently larger than that given by powers of the Jacobson radical.
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(iii) The reader may ask if there are any collapsings in this filtration, e. g. if
^ l i ( ^^" i =^ ' i + l ^^" i + l for some i. Provided the chains J^', ^" are distinct, there is
not. This is shown implicitly in [M2] Section 5, where a more general type of filtration
is considered. For the actual filtrations that we shall use in this paper, this will be
apparent.

As a trivial but important example note that if V = { 0 } , we have trivially ^ £ ' = ^ " ,
and the resulting filtration is simply that resulting from the powers of the Jacobson
radical: one that has ^1{ + ̂ "{ == ^1[ C\ ̂ "i = ̂ \ all /.

2.10. We shall now suppose that ^f', ^" are distinct [cf. remark 2.9 (iii) above] and
label the filtration in Corollary 2.8 as follows.

^=^rrw
^2^+l=^ l + l+^ / / i + l

We then have

. . . =^^_2=5^-l^^ /n^ /^^l=^+^"
=^^»=)^2=) . . . ̂ ^_l=^e+^e:D7t(^ /n^ / /)=^2(>^ • • •

Our next result tells us how these ^ ' 0 ja^'-bimodules multiply together.

LEMMA. — ^.^^^+^,/or m, n eZ.
Proof. — (a) Suppose m = 2;, n = 2j. Then

^zi^^^'1^^'11)^^'3^^1'3}^'^^^^

(b) Suppose m = 2;', n = 2j+ 1. Then

^Zi^^^^'1^^''1)^^'^^^'1^1)^'^^1^^''^^^^^^^^

(c) Suppose m=2i+ 1, n=lj-\-1. Then

^2f+l•^2J•+l=(^l+l+^//l+l)•(^J+l+^/J+l)

^^'i+l.^fj+l+^fi+l.^f'j+l+^f'i+l.^'j+l-^^'f[+l^ttj+l

^^+j+24_^+j+l_F^+j-H^^f+j+2

Here we are using lemma 2.6. Since ^" l + J + 2^=^ / i + j + l by lemma 2.6 again, we see that

^i.^i^1^1

It follows also that ^21+1 .^27+1^ / / l+J+l, thus

/.i-a /.a — ^s'i+j+ 1 /̂ \ /an+ 7+1 _ /-a
^2f+r^2j+l^^ n^ J -^2(i+j)+2
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2.11. Our filtration is a-stable; thus we can define for each /

^~={xe^ |x+ax=0} .

(We shall refer to such elements as skew-elements in general.)

2.12. Now recall our lattice chain ^f©e^. The hereditary order ^ that stabilizes it
is precisely ^ ' C\ ̂ '\ hence the filtration above consists of s^ - ̂  bimodules. This
remark will be of some importance in the sequel.

2.13. Let P be the group J^OG, and for each integer ;>0, set
P f={xeP |x= lmod^} . Set ^1=^=^: it is a two sided a-stable ideal in ja^. It
follows that the F^-algebra j^==j^/^ is naturally endowed with an involution a. Let
N(j^, a)=[xeJ/\xax=l ] .

THEOREM. — (a ) For each ;>0, P^ is a normal subgroup of P, and the commutator
subgroup (P^, P^) lies in P^.

(b) The natural map P -> N(j^, a) is surjective, and P/P^ ̂ N(^, a).
(c) for each i>0 there is a bijection

^ -^ P.
x->(l-x)(l+x)-1

with inverse P^ -> ̂  given by

7^(l-p)(l+^)-1

(d) Ifli^j^i^ 1 then there is an isomorphism of abelian groups induced by x —> x— 1;

p /p 2> ^-/<^-
r^/r^ —> ^fi /^fj

Proof. — Part (a) follows directly from the definitions and lemma 2.10. Part (b) is
simply the approximation theorem 2.11, and part (a) of proposition 2.12 of [M].

As for part (c), we note that the ideals ̂ , i^O form a base of neighbourhoods of the
identity in Endfc(V) (they contain among them all powers TT"^, n>0). Thus if
xe^i~, 1+x is an invertible transformation with inverse given by the usual convergent
expansion 1 — x + x 2 — . . . It follows that (1 —x)( l +x)~1 exists. (All this is saying, is
that the Cayley transform is defined on ^~, i>0.) It is well known, and easy to check,
that when this map is defined it takes a skew matrix x to one satisfying yoy== 1.

Let ye?i. Solving for x in the equation ^=(1—x)( l+x)~ 1 we see that such an x
must be given by the equation

x=(l-j0(l+^)-1

Now by definition y = 1 + b, b e ̂ , so that 1+^=2+6=2(1+ 6/2), where

2e^*(so6/2e^).
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It follows that 1+j; is indeed invertible (although it does not necessarily belong to P,).
Then

(1-^(1 +J; ) - l +o^( l -JO(l+JO- l ==0

^(l+aj0(l- j0+(l-aj0(l+j0=0
<->2=2((jy)y<->\=yc5y,

It follows that x as above is indeed skew. Finally, since y = 1 + b, b e ̂ , we see that
x=-&/2(l-Z?/2+(7)/2)2-(^V2)3+-) which evidently lies in ^. This completes the
proof of part (c).

We turn now to part (d). For this we note that lemma 2.8 of [M] (the trace condition)
is satisfied by the ideals ^, ;>0. Moreover, as mentioned above, the ideals \̂., ;>0
define a base of neighbourhoods of the identity of Endfc(V). These observations enable
us to copy the proof of proposition 2A2(b) of [M]. We sketch this briefly.

First, we define a map

p: P,^/^,

x-^(x-l)+^.

with the assumptions on ;, j as in the assertion in part (d). With these assumptions in
place, we see that the argument for 2.12(b) of [M] shows that p has kernel Pp and image
in ^7/^~. (One uses the trace condition for the last assertion.)

For the approximation argument which shows that the image is all of^f/^", we can
again copy the corresponding argument of proposition 2.12 (A) of [M]. Indeed, one
checks that the induction step in 2.12 (b) of [M] constructs a^ such that
a^+aa^+a^cja^e^^+k. This lies in ^+^+1 provided 2iJrk'^i-\-kJ^\, i.e. provided
f^ 1. Thus the argument in loc. cit. is applicable.

2.14. We now consider the special situation of chains J^f, Ji, J^®'^ constructed in
2.1, incase <?(J2f)^2, e(J/)=\.

LEMMA.—Suppose ^ has periodic ^f:L^Lo^7iL^, and M has period 1. Then
^@'^ has period 2, with a slice of the same type as that of ^.

Proof. - We can always find a self dual slice for ^ of the form ^'.Lo^Lo^nL^.
There are two possibilities for M\
(1) ^:MS==Mo^7iMS=7rMo.
(2) ^:M^Mo=7tMS.
In case (1) we see that ^@' M is given by the self dual slice

J^e/^=^©^:^©^o?7l^©7lMo,
and with the notation of 2.2, ^ ' = ^ " while for case (2) we obtain

^©^:U©M^Lo©Mo?7i4®7rMS=7rU©Mo
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In either case the resulting chain has period 2, as claimed.

Remark. - If ^ : L[ ̂  Lo = L° ̂  L^ = n L^, M as above, then ^©/^ has period 3.

2.15. Recall that in 2.2, when M,_i=7i^_i, it was necessary to assume that
s^2. Henceforth, if the chain J^©\^f is constructed as in 2.14, when M has period 1,
we shall only ever consider the filtration on ^^@^ given by powers of the Jacobson
radical, where we define ^@^=^@'^-

2.16. PROPOSITION. — Suppose ^ is a self dual lattice chain as in 2.14 with <?(L)^2,
and Ji is a self dual lattice chain with ^(^)== 1. Then the lattice chains J^©^, ^©J^
are the same, following the natural identification o/(V©W,/©g), with (W©V, g@f),
and are of period 2, with slice that of type N^No^TiNg. Moreover the filtration in
each case is simply that arising from powers of the Jacobson radical [cf. remark 2.9 (iii)].

Proof. - Suppose that ^ has period 1, J( has period 1. As in the proof of
Lemma 2.14, there are only two possibilities for a lattice chain J^ which is self dual of
period 1:

(1) ^:NS=No^7cN;=7iNo.
(2) ^:N^No=7rNS.
If ^f, Ji are both of type (1) we see that

^@'^=^@^: . . . ^Lo©Mo^7tLo©7iMo^ . . .,

with ^ ' = ̂ " (with the obvious notation). Moreover,

^©'J^^^e^f: . . . ^Mo©Lo^7rMo©7tLo^ . . .

It follows that J^©^==^©^f i.e. it makes no difference whether we change the
elements in ^ first, or whether we change the elements in M first, after we have identified
(V©W,/©^) with (W©V, g@f).

Suppose ^ is of type (1), M is of type (2), then we obtain (cf. 2.15)

^©/^=^?©^:^©M^Lo©Mo^7lLo©Mo=7c^©7TMS

^©^:M^©L^Mo©Lo^Mo©7rLo=7iMS©7t4.

Thus J^©eJ^=^©^f after the appropriate identification, and has period 2.
Finally, suppose J^, J/ are both of type (2); we see that

J^©^=J^©^: . . . =)LS©MS=)Lo©Mo=7r4©7iMS=). . .,

which is the same as e^©^f, after identification.
Next, suppose that ^ has period 2, with self dual slice given by

^: Lg^Lo^LS

while M has period 1, given by case (1) and (2) in the proof of Lemma 2.14.
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In case (1) we find

^® /^=J^e^:^©Mo^Lo®Mo=)7c^©7cMo and ^ ' = ̂ "

^©J^:Mo©L;^Mo©Lo=)7i:Mo©7iLS

and in case (2) we find

J^©^:U©M^=)Lo©Mo^7cL^@7iM^=7rLS©Mo

^©J^:M^©L^Mo©Lo=)7iM;©7rLS.

Thus in each case we find J^©^==^©J^ after the appropriate identifications have
been made.

This proves proposition 2.16.

2.17. We make one more observation in this connection which will be useful
later. Recall that a principal order is one whose Jacobson radical is a principal ideal.
(See [B-F] Theorem 1.3.2 for some equivalent formulations.)

LEMMA.—Let ^ be any self dual lattice chain with e{^)^l. Then either s^^ is
principal (e(^)= 1) or ja^y=A H c?A where A is principal (^(J^)=2), or ja^=Ai 0 A^,
where Af(;'= 1, 2) is principal and o-stable (e(J^)=2).

Proof. — Inspect the possibilities.

3. Filtrations associated to compact maximal tori

3.1. Let A be a commutative semisimple algebra which is finite dimensional over k,
equipped with an involution a such that CT | fe= OQ. Thus A is a direct sum of separable
field extensions E^ over k\ we suppose that a (E^) = E^ and that a | E^ 1, with the possible
exception that for exactly one ;', E .̂ = k and a | k = 1. (This is the odd dimensional split
orthogonal case, referred to as Case (b) in [M].) Let [i = (^4, . . ., ^) e A where 0 7^ ̂  e E .̂
and define a form on A by

/A : A x A -> A -> k

(x, jQ-> tracer (nx a .y).

Assume a^i = e^i, s = ± 1. Then /^ is a non-degenerate s — GQ hermitian form on
A. We shall suppose that U (/, V) ̂  U (/A, A); then

rT={aeA\a(Ja=\}

is a compact maximal torus in U (/^, A), which we henceforth identify with U (/, V) = G.
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r

Let A=Ei®. . .®E,, and write a=(u,i, . . ., u,,). Then the form /= ^/^ where

fi: Ei x E^ -^ fc is an E - Oo-hermitian form on E .̂, f^ = traceE^0 FE; and

FE, (^ JO = ̂  ̂ -.V, cy, = a | E,.

3.2. The complementary lattice (^Q* for a power of the prime ideal in E^ with respect
to fi is easily computed. If the E,-valuation of a, is ^, the complementary lattice (^Y
is just ^-ei-ni-vi^ where ^ is the ramification degree of E^ over k.

3.3. In this number, we suppose A=E^=E; we drop the subscript "1" in what
follows. The remarks above tell us that (^^f=^~e~n~v with respect to the form
/. It follows that we obtain a self-dual lattice chain ^ in V by taking the family of
ideals { ̂  }„ g z- I11 turn, this gives rise to an hereditary order j^, a parahoric subgroup
P^G, and a filtration {P^-gN °^ p by open normal subgroups P^ of P, cf. section 2.9
remark (iii), and Theorem 2.13. (In this situation we have ^'=^=^'\ using the
notation 2.2.)

More precisely, we have

^={xeEndfc(E)|x.^E^E,eachzeZ}

^{xe^lx.^E^^Seach/eZ}

P=^HG; P,={xeG|x=lmod^ 1}, ^1.
r

3.4. Next, suppose that each field E^ in the sum A= ® E, is unramified over k. Put
1=1

V7 = EI © . . . ®E,_ i, V" = E, with the corresponding forms //, ///. In V" we have a self
dual lattice chain Ji of period 1 via the construction in 3.3. Then, using induction,
proposition 2.16 and lemma 2.14, we see that we can construct a self dual lattice chain
^ in V of period at most 2 (starting with the self dual chain of period 1 in E^).

In fact, by using proposition 2.16 and an induction argument, we see that any lattice
chain we construct in V by summing the canonical ones (of period 1) in the E^, will be
identical to the one we start with (that is, the order in which we sum won't matter).

Again, using proposition 2.16, we see that J^©^=^©^f after the obvious identifica-
tion.

Let us call this lattice chain J^y, with associated hereditary order j^, Jacobson
radical ^. Following our convention in 2.15 and proposition 2.16, we give ^ the
filtration arising from powers of the Jacobson radical, and set

P=j^nG, P^={xe^ |x- le^"}nG,^>0.

LetA^^'HA.

LEMMA (cf. [M] 2.28). — (a) A^^A^.-^A^JeZ, ^(L,)=2.
(b) A^.^A^.^A^=nA^_,,jeZife(L,)=l.
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r

Proof. - (a) The chain J^ has period 2, and Ao = © 0^ as follows by inspection of
r i = l l

the possibilities. It follows that ^ 2 ^A= © .̂. On the other hand, inspection also
r i = l

shows.jthat ^C\s^= © ^\. The result now follows by periodicity, and the fact that

^ 0 A = ̂ 2 0 A is principal.
Case (b) is similar but easier.

3.5. Now suppose that A=Ei©. . .©E, and that at least one of the E, is ramified
over k. By reordering the summands of A (and thus replacing / by an equivalent form)
if necessary, we may suppose that A=Ei© . . . ©Ej© . . . ©E,., where E,( l^/^/) is
unramified, and E^ (l<i) is ramified over k. Set Ay=Ei© . . . ©E^, so that

A=A^©E^i©. . .©E,.

In Ay we have seen that there is a (unique up to equivalence) lattice chain J^ obtained
by summing the canonical chains (3.3) in the E ^ ( l ^ f ^ / ) as in 3.4. Let ^+1, . . .,^
denote the self dual lattice chains in Ej+i , . . ., E,. as in 3.3. Set

^Q=...=^i=^^ ^,=^-i©^., if/^+1,

and

<y — (p Q\ ^ — (p^r— o^^_ ̂ ^Jfty—»t.

3.6. WARNING. — Unlike the situation for Ji^, this construction most decidedly depends
on the ordering of the E^^, . . .,E^: if we rearrange these and sum in the corresponding
order, we obtain a different lattice chain (which will, however, be associate to the original
one).

3.7. We have ^=^=^f,_i©^. We now apply the construction of section 2.7.
There are hereditary orders ^\ ^" with Jacobson radicals ^/, ^'\ and a two sided
infinite filtration (which is a-stable) given by

. .^^'~^J^^"~V-=>^'^^"^^' c\^"^^'^^11^^' r\^"
~z> .

As in 2.10, we put

r^'+^r^^r'rw.

^^^^li^\^"i
^2

^2i+l
=^9'i-l 4.^Q"i+l

From section 2.13 we obtain a parahoric subgroup P, with associated a-stable heredi-
tary order ^ = ^ / ' ' H ̂ '\ and a filtration by open normal subgroups P^ of P, ;eN.

3.8. Before proceeding further, we give some examples for groups of small rank which
we hope will make this construction more palatable.
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3.9. Example G=Sp4. — We consider some representative anisotropic (maximal) tori
in Sp4 and the resulting groups { P ^ i e N -

If we apply the machinery of [M] section 1 we see that such tori can arise from 4-
dimensional commutative semisimple algebras with involution a, each of whose field
components is stable by a, and not fixed pointwise by a. The basic possibilities are
listed below.

(a) A: separable field extension E of degree 4.
(b) A: product of two separable field extensions E^, E^ each of degree 2 over k.

Case (a). — Consider for example the situation where E is a Galois extension with an
unramified subfield E^ such that a fixes E^, and E is totally ramified over E^.

Suppose that E^==k( R) where TG^P* such that T is not a square mod^. Suppose
also that E=Ey( /7 i ) where n is a given uniformizer in k, and hence Ey.

From [M], 2.4, we obtain a skew form on the A:-space E via (x, y) -^traceE/^xajQ,
and we identity Sp4 with the group preserving this form, with n= /TT.

We obtain a Witt^ basis {e,} (cf. [M], 2.14) for 1^'^4 by taking 6 ? i = = l , e ^ = = / n / 4 n ,
e2 = ̂ /T. e3 = ̂  y71/4 TCT- Then / (^p e5 -j) = Sf, r

The lattice chain in this case is given by 3.3, i.e. it is {^}»ez- BY using the basis
above we see that

O^Ge^Oe^nOe^nOe^

^E = ̂  0 e^ ©7i (9 6?2©7i (9 ̂ ©Ti (9 e^

Moreover ^g 1 is self dual with respect to /; and the lattice chain has period 2 since
E has ramification degree 2. It follows that the parahoric P is given in 2 x 2 block

( (9 (9\matrix form as ( j and the filtration is that coming from powers of Jacobson

radical, or equivalently, from the canonical affine height function (cf. 5.16 of
[Mo 2], II). This torus, and the filtration {P,}, occur in [M]. (If one takes E such that
E/E0 is unramified, E^/fe quadratic ramified, one obtains the non-standard maximal
parahoric.)

Case (b). — (i) We consider first the situation where E^ is unramified, E^ is ramified,
and take the form

traceE./fc (^ x^ <7i y ^ ) + tracee^ (^/^^ ^2 Y i ) '

Here we have taken E^ =k( A), E^=k( /n) and we use subscripts to denote the field
we are considering.
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Now we apply the recipe of sections 3.5-3.7. We have V=Vi©V2 where
\i=Ei(i= 1, 2). The lattice chain we take in E^ is given by the self dual slice

^: ...^E^^E^E^...

With respect to the basis e^ e^ above we have

(9^=(9e^@(9e^ etc.

In E^ = V^ the lattice chain M is also {^}, with (^2 ̂  = ̂ 2 S^I = ̂ 2 S etc- with

respect to the basis ^5 ^4 tne slice for this chain is as follows

^22

M^
?-i
M,

' ^2

M^jcM^
7t~1 (9e^e^ =) ^^i©^^ ^^^i©^^.

The lattice chain J^f®^ is given by the self dual slice

LO©M^ => LQ©MO ̂  L()©MI =) 71 LQ©MI = 7C Lo©71; M?.

This chain has period 3. The orders j^\ s^" we defined by the (non self dual) chains

^ ' \ . . . ^LoeM^LoffiMo^TiLoeTiM^ . . .

J^: . . . =3Lo©Mo=)Lo©Mi=3-n;Lo©7tMo=) . . .

respectively. With respect to the basis above, they have the matrix form

^'\

"0 (9 (9 (9

n (9 (9 (9
n (9 (9 (9
n (9 (9 (9

^(9 (9 (9 (T

(9 (9 (9 (9

(9 (9 (9 (9
K 71 7T (9

(^' •
y cVCf .

^11 .

, e>0 .

7i (9 (9 (9

7C 71 71 71

Ti n n K

jr 71 71 n

71 71 71 (9

n K K (9
n n 71 (9
7l 71 K 7l

^ " \

From this we see that ^ = ^ ' C\ ̂ " is the hereditary order

~(9 (9 (9 (9~
n (9 (9 (9
n (9 (9 (9
K n n (9

n (9 (9 (9
K n n (9

K n n (!)
n n n K
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and

^' r\ w =t^y | ) t^w

y2.

71 K n (9
n n n n
K n K n
n K n K

^T)*=

K K n n
K K K K

n n n n
n2 n n n

9

^rl Pi ̂ "2=n(^' r\ ̂ "). This filtration has period 4, and cannot be (visibly it is not)
the standard filtration of period 3; it is the filtration (5.21) which occurs in [Mo2], II.

With this all said, one can make a few comments which perhaps motivate the filtration
(2.8) a little more.

Consider the lattice chain ^f©^ constructed above, and imagine that we are consider-
ing elements in ^ which only "see" M (cf. the elements of0^). More precisely,
consider the two sided ideal ^2 ln ^ which consists of elements which send

(2)

Lo©M^ inside Lo©Mo
L()©MO inside n LQ©MI

L()©MI inside n Lo©7i M()

(This imitates the action of ^2 on °^©M.) A calculation shows that ^2 consists of
matrices of the form

71 71 71 (9~

71 71 7t 71

71 7C 71 71

71 71 7C n

Thus it is the ^2 considered above. One then finds that n2 ̂  consists of matrices
of the form

7T 7t 7t 71

7t 71 71 71

71 71 71 71

n2 K n K

Thus the "smallest" filtration which contains ja^, ^2 ^d ls se^ dual with respect to
trace is the one above.

In general one cannot define ideals (congruence subgroups) by requirements like
(2). Instead, one uses the orders ̂ /, ^ " , ̂ \ ^" , etc.
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(ii) Next, consider the case where E^ =E^=k(/n) and the form is given by

traceE,/k(^/7cxi oy^^-tr^ce^(^^2 ̂ Y z ) -

The respective slices are given by
M\ ^22=^^)2- l=^^2

M[ Mo Mi ==7i MS
^: î-2:̂ -1:̂ !

1-/1 "^0 "̂  1 — "^1

The self dual slice for o^©^ is given by

Lf tl©M t fl=^Lo©Mffl:^Lo©Mo^Lo©Ml^Ll©Ml=7lLf tl©7cMffl

For a Witt basis we take

e\=x^ e4=^/n2/n. 6>2==ll. e3=^/nl/n

(as usual, the subscripts on the right are used to distinguish the fields.) Then

^l©^2=^l©^2©^^3®7C^4=Ll©Mi

^©^^©^©^©^^^©Mi

^©^-^^©^©^©^^LoeMo
^^ l©^2 - 2=7^~ l^^l©^^2®<p^3©^^4=Lo©M f f l

^©^^"^^©^^©^©^^©M?

We find ja^' (^//) is given by the chain

^ ' : LoeM^Lc^Mo^TTLoeTiM^
^" : Lo©Mo=)Lo©Mi:D7iLo©7iMo)

and in matrix form we obtain the same s ^ ' C\^'\ and filtration as in the preceding
example.

We remark that the torus arising in this example is principal in the sense of [M] 1.4,
but the filtration is not the one used in [M].

3.10. Example. — Let k be quadratic unramified over A:o, with involution <7o, and let
~b 0 1"

G be the unitary group preserving the hermitian form 0 1 0 , where a Witt basis
J 0 0_

is provided by the standard column vectors ^, e^ e^.
Let E be a quadratic ramified extension over k, say E=A;( /7i)=Eo( R) where

^o = ̂ o C^)' ^^oCA)? ^<=^S a nonsquare mod ^. We define an involution a on E
by the rules <7 |Eo=l , cr(^yT)= -^/T, so that a extends CTQ. Let A=E©/r, and endow
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it with the hermitian form

traceg/fc (^/n x a y) 4- x' Oo /

where x, ^eE, x', /e/r. By taking a basis of E consisting of 1, /nTi we see that
this form is equivalent to the one above: we obtain a compact maximal torus T
in G. Namely, T={(x, y)eE@k\xc5x= 1, y^Qy= 1}.

We take M = {^}, ^ = {^ ] (as we must) and obtain

^©^:Lo©M^=^Lo©Mo^Lo©Ml=^7cLo©Ml=7cLo©7lM f ll

^©^E2^®^1^®^^®^-

Then ^=^T\^" =^ s'@^ and is an Iwahori order.
With respect to the basis above (for E@A:) we have

'̂  (9 (9
j^=

Tr2 (^'r\^"\* = ̂ '2 4- ̂ "2 =/t \t^a \ \tAy ) t^f I t^f —

In other words we obtain the filtration given by

(9 (9 (9
K (9 (9
Jl K (9

^

z=>
=7=

n (9 (9
n n (9
K n K

-^='

71 K (9

n n n
K K K

~n n K~~
K n n
n2 K n

?
7i 7i n
K2 K K

K2 K2 K

which occurs in [Mol], 3.5 (c).

3 . 1 1 . Write V=Vi©V2,V2=E,,Vi=E,©...©E,_i.

We assume of course that the ramification degree of E,. is at least 2, so that the
constructions of 3.5-3.7 apply, in particular /=/i @f^ ^ = j^,_ ^ ©^,. We then have
U (/i) x U (/2) g Endfc (Vi)©Endfc (¥2). The next result explains the relationship between
^ and Endfc(Vi)©Endfc(V2).

PROPOSITION. — (a) ^ n (Endfc (Vi)©Endfc (¥2)) = j^ U End^ (Vi)©j^ n End^ (¥2).
(b) ^2 = ̂  0 Endfc (¥2) ̂  a hereditary order, with lattice chain {^}ne z- In particular,

the Jacobson radical ̂  0/^2 is principal, generated by 71, (cf. 2.17 for the definition of
principal).
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(c) With the notation of 2.10, 3.7, we have for each i

^2=^nEndfc(V2)=^-inEnd,,V2)

and moreover

^ U (End,, (Vi)©Endfc (V^)) = ̂  U End^ (Vi)©^ 0 End,, (V^)

Proo/. - (a) We evidently have

^ U (Endfc (Vi)©Endfe (V^)) ̂  ̂  0 End^ (Vi)©^ U End,, (V^).

Suppose that (x, .y)e^, xeEndfe(Vi), ^eEnd^V^). The self dual slice for ^ is then
given by

(1) 4©M^_i=34©M?_2=). . . ̂ ©M^i^L^M^i
or by

(2) L;_i©M^_i^LS©M^_^ . . . ̂ ^©M^i^L^^M^i^TcL^^TcM^i
(we are using the notation of 2.2).

The result is now obvious: the point is that the lattice chain is split into direct
summands in the respective vector spaces.

(fc) This is now clear: ja^j^riEndfeCV^) is the stabilizer of the flag ^={^nr]nez'
It also follows from this that ̂  is a principal 2-sided ideal, generated by TI,.
(c) Consider ^'\ ̂ "i\ in case (1) above in (a) we have:

^ ' : ^©M^i^L^M^^ . . . ̂ Lo©M,_2^7c4©7iM^_i
^ " : L^©M^_2^ . . . ^Lo©M,_2^Lo©M,_i=)7iL^©7C7iM^_2

while in case (2) we have

J^: L;_l©M, s_l=^LSo©M?_^...^Lo©M,_^Lo©M,_l=^7l4 f t_l©7lM^_l
^ " \ ^©M, f t_l=^^©M, s_2^.. .^Lo©M,_2^4_l©M,_l=)7l4©7TM^_l,

with the appropriate modifications if M^ = MQ (cf. 2.2).
From this we see that T^e^rW1 [remember that in case (1) M,_i=7iM^_J.
Furthermore if(0, x) e ̂ T FW n End,, (V^) we see by inspection that xe^.
Now ^2 is principal, generated by 7l,:^2='^;r^2=J^2TCr. and we evidently have

^2 ̂  (^/l n ̂ //i) H Endfc (¥2). But again, if (0, x) e ̂ li U ̂ "i 0 End^ (¥2), we see that x
sends every lattice M .̂ in JT, into M^ (again by inspection: this was how ^@M was
constructed). This means that xeJ^ ̂  definition, and

^2 = ̂ 2. U End, (¥2) E ̂ 2.-1 H End, (¥2).

Next, suppose that (x, ;Oe^n(Endfc(Vi)©End,(V2)). Then just as above we see
that (0, y) e ̂  n End^ (¥2) = ̂ 2. It then follows that (x, 0) = (x, y) - (0, ^) € S8^ Thus

^2.0 (End, (VO©End, (¥2))= ̂ 2. ̂  End, (V^)®^ 0 End, (¥2).
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Taking complementary lattices with respect to trace in End,(Vi)©End,(V2), we obtain

(^ U (End, (VO©End, (V^)))* = (^ U End, (VQ)* ©(^- U End, (V^))*

Now Lemma 3.12 below tells us that

^2f== @^li(l. W), l^/, W^2
^m

where ̂ (^ w)=^nHom,(V^, V^», whence ̂ ,= © (̂ .)* (/, w) where we put
f ,w

^(/, m))*=^nHom,(V,, V,) = ̂ (/, m)
defn

Thus

^ U (End, (VO©End, (V^))* = ̂ ^ U (End, (VO©End, (V^))

and

^nEnd,(V,)=(^nEnd,(V,))*, /= 1, 2

where, on the right hand side we mean complementary lattices with respect to
tracegnd, (v;) (.see Lemma 3.12 below).

We see from this that

^ 0 (End, (VO©End, (V^))= ̂  0 End, (V0©^ U End, (V^)

for all ; in fact.
Now

(^)*=^-e-l=^(l-e-onEnd,(V2)=^-lnEnd,(V2)=(^-lnEnd,(V2))*

where e = e^ = ramification degree of E^ = period of M^ = period of ^ ' or J^f".
Here the first and last "^"s are with respect to tracee^cv )• K follows that
'̂2 = ̂ n-i r» End, (V^) as claimed.

Example. - We illustrate part of the previous proposition with a rather extreme
example, which does not arise however in the context of supercuspidal representations.

For this we take V\ to be a two-dimensional vector space with non degenerate
alternating form/i, Witt basis e^ e^. For our lattice chain ^ we take (the slice).

s»-i e^Ge^Oe^e^ . . . =) (L^ Lo = K L^)

We also take a four dimensional vector space V^, with non degenerate alternating
form/2, Witt basis e^ ^3, e^ ^5. For ̂  we take the chain given by the slice

^~l^©^~1^3©^4®^5^^-1^2®^3®^4©^5

^(9e^@. . .©^^©^^5
:D^2©^3©^4©^5:D . . .
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which we label as

^M^M^Mo^M^TiM^.

We see that we are in the case 2.2 where M,_i=7cM^_i , Lo=7cL^. The lattice
chains ^\ y are equal to J^f®^, we obtain as slice

LS©M^U®M^LO®MO^LO®MI =7^071]^.

The reader will find by a straightforward calculation that the order ^ consists of
matrices of the form

(9 (9 (9 (9 7T1 n~1

0 (9 (9 (9 7i~1 7i~1

n n (9 0 (9 (9

K K n (9 (9 (9
n K K n (9 (9
K n K K (9 (9

of the form

~7i K (9 (9 (9 (9~
n n (9 (9 (9 (9
n K n (9 (9 (9

K K K K (9 (9

n2 n2 n TC n n
n2 n2 K K n n

Then ^/nEndfc(V\) is given by the outer four corners of the matrices above, while
^ Pi Endfc (¥3) is given by the inner 4 x 4 square. Evidently ̂ 3 = n ̂ / , ̂  = ̂ 21 -1 while

the resulting filtration on the 4 x 4 order

(9
K

K

n

(9
(9
K

K

(9
(9
(9
71

71

(9
(9
(9

i

is the standard one given by the radical J^ = ̂  C^ ̂ dfc (^2) ^d ^ ̂ ^ has length 3.
If one instead inserts into M the lattice (9e^@. . . ©6^5 and repeats these calculations

one sees that in this case ^ ' and ^" are distinct so that the filtration {^} does not
collapse to the standard lattice filtration. This example arises from a compact maximal
torus, and in this case one finds that J^ ls principal, giving rise to the standard Iwahori
filtration.
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3.12. For each 1 ̂  /, m ̂  2, set

^ /, m) = ̂  0 Horn, (V,, V,), ^T (/, m) = ̂ T U Horn, (V,, V,)

LEMMA. — ^, = © ^ (/, w).
1 ^l, m^2

Proof. — We begin by proving this when z is even. Write V=V\©V2, as usual. Then
( x x \if xeEnd^(V) we may represent it by a 2 x 2 block matrix ( n 12 ) where
V21 ^22/

^•eHomfc(V^ V^) for 1 ̂ i, j^2. Let L^@M^ be a lattice in, say, ^f. Then if xe^'1,
we have

x(L,©M,)=(x,iL,+Xi2M,)©(x2iL,+X22M,)gL^^,)CM^^^

where/L,/M are integer valued functions whose domains and ranges can be given explicity
depending on the lattices in ^f, M which occur as summands in ^ ' . We remark that
we are using L^ to denote a generic lattice in ^ (including dual lattices).

If we take the M^-"coordinate" to be zero, we see that x^L^c=L^^^,
^ iL^cM^^ ̂ .

Similarly, we find

•^12 M^ L^ ̂  ̂  x^ Mfc ̂  M^ (^ ^

Putting all this together we see that

^T ̂  © ̂ /i (/, w), whence ̂ /i = © ^T (/, w)
I, m ?, m

The same argument tells us that

^(/.m^ ©^'(/.m)
l,m

It follows that if xe^'1^ ©^(/, m) and xe^^ ©^^(Z, w) then for each /, m,
^m^m whence

^•=©^(/,m)

We treat the case ; odd, by taking complementary lattices with respect to trace. Indeed
from 2,7 we know that

^(-.-o+i-^-O^f^ m)Y

T ^ ( x l l X12\ ^ L_^ll ^12\ ^i.eix—i \e^f^o—[ )t^2r
\^21 ^22/ ^21 ^22/

Then

traCeE^(Vl)(^ll^ll+^12^2l)+traCeE^(V2)(x21^21+^22^22)€^
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for any such b. Taking coordinates (with respect to b) as we may, the previous argument,
we see that

x^e^,(/,w)

=^,nHom,(V,,V,)

=^2(-.-0+l(^)

3.13. We keep the assumptions and notation of 3.11 and 3.12; we have j^=^o?
^ = ̂ i = ^' + ^ " . We write ja^ for ^ (;, 7), and ̂ . for ̂  (/, 7) = ̂ i (?, 7), when there is
no risk of confusion with other notation. We then have the following result.

LEMMA.—— (a) ^/^=J^ii/^ii®J^22/^22-

(b) ja^ is the stabilizer of a lattice chain in V^ with Jacobson radical ^u(i= 1, 2).

Proof. — The easiest way to see these assertions is to examine the lattice chain
describing ^ ' . Consider for example the case

. . . czL^eM^ciL^M^HeM^ . . .
^LoeM^^L^CM^^TcL^eM^^ . . .

Then j^/^ is the subring which preserves each of the quotients in

L^/UCM^/M^e...

©M^M^H/LoffiM^MoeMo/MiC. . .
• . .®M,_2/M,_i©Lo/4_i©4_i/7rL;_i.

We already know that ^22 ls t^ stabilizer of

= ) M ^ _ i = > . . . =)M,_i=57iM^_i=>. . .

with radical ^22 (3.11). Suppose we know that ja^i is the stabilizer of
. . . =>L^_ i= )L^=)Lo=)7 iL^_ i=> . . ., with radical ^i. Then part (a) follows immedi-
ately from the assertion above involving quotients.

As for part (b) (still for the same kind of lattice chain), we have just remarked that
we only need to see it for ja^i, ^i. Now ^i=^OEndfc(V\) so that elements of
ja^n preserve each lattice in the chain describing ja^, and preserve V\ as well. It follows
that elements in ^\^ must preserve . . . => L^_i => U => Lo => L,._i =3 7iL^_i . . ., and it
is clear that the stabilizer of this chain lies in j^n. Consider again

L;_i © M^, ^ 4 ® M^_i =3 4 © M^_2 ^ . . .
=) L,_i ©M,_i ==> 7cL^_i ®7i:M^_i => . . .

Let XE^S 0 Endfc (V\). Then we must have

xL^.icL^, x L ^ c = L ^ . . . , xL^cLo, . . . , xLo(=L ,_ i , xL,_i c: 7iL;_i
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so that in fact xe radical of s / ^ ^ . The reverse inclusion is also evident.
The arguments for the other kind of lattice chains are the same; thus if

M5_i=7iM^_i , ja^i will be the stabilizer of

. . . =3 VQ =3 LQ =3 n L^o ^ . . .

3.14. We conclude with a result which could have been stated and proved in the
context of section 2. To state it we return to the framework of section 3.5. Thus we
have ^o=^u. ̂ =^-1 © ̂  ifj > /, and J^=J2f,=^,_i © Ji,.

Applying section 3.7 we obtain orders ^'(0), ^"(Q\ ̂ ^^'^ C\ ̂ //(0), and parahoric
subgroup P=P (0).

Similarly, we can apply section 3.7 to the chain J^,_ i if J^f,_ ^ + J^, while if J^f,_ i = ̂
we apply the construction 3.4 to J^ (in the vector space E^ © . . . ©E,_i) to obtain
^7(1), ^"(l\ ̂ =^wr\^"^\ P(l) i f^_i ^ J^,, and ,̂, P, if^_i=^.

PROPOSITION. — (a) ^^(resp. ̂ ) g ̂ (0) 0 End^Ei © . . . © E,_i).
(6) P<l)(r^. P,) ^ P^UU^ © . . . ©/,_„ E, © . . . ©E,_,).

Proof. — To prove both of these assertions, we must look at the various lattice chains.
Let

J^-l: L;_,=D . . . ^4_,=D7TL^

^,: M?_i ^ . . . =3 M,_i =3 7rM?_i

and suppose initially that M^_ i ^ 7rM?_i. In this case ^(0) is the stabilizer of the chain
J^-i©^:

L^-i f f iM^i =3LS©M?_i =3 . . . ^ L o © M , _ i ^ L , _ i © M , _ i ^TcL^ i f f iT iM^i

so that as we have seen above in 3.13, j^OEnd^Ei © . . . © E,_^) is the stabilizer
of

L^-i =3 LS ^ Lo =3 4_i =3 TiL^i.

Now write ^f,_ i = ̂ .2 © ̂ ,-1 if ̂  7^ ̂ -1, where

^-2: P?-i^ . . . ^P,_^7lP?_i

^_i: Q^-i^ . . . ^Q.-i^TrQ^.

If Q^-i 3 TiQ^.i then by definition (2.2)

^-2 ®^-i: Pf-i ©Q^-i ^ PS ©Q.-i ^ . . .
^ Po © Q^-i =3 P,-i © Q,-i =) 7iP?_i © 7iQ^_i

otherwise we have

^_2©^- i :PS©Q^- i^ . . . ^Po©Q.-i^PS©^Ql-r
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It follows that L^=P?_i®Q^_i or PS©Q^-i, as the case may be, while
H=P^©QS in either case. Moreover ^(1) is the stabilizer of ^.^©^-i, hence
stabilizes these two lattices and their duals, so that we have

^(i) ^ ^(0) ̂  End^Ei © . . . ® E,_0.

If J^y._i=^, the argument is similar, while assertion (A) follows from (a) and the
fact that P^j^ HG.

3.15. Remark. - In general the inclusions in proposition 3.14 are strict.
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